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In	this	 issue	of	Change In Motion,	we	 feature	an	article	by	Lisa	Cassilly	

and	 Leslie	 Wood	 on	 how	 the	 law	 has	 influenced	 diversity	 in	 the	 workplace	

through	antidiscrimination	 regulations.	 	Also	 featured	 is	 an	article	 from	Dr.	

Elizabeth	Holmes,	Sr.	VP	and	CLO	of	Roosevelt	Thomas	Consulting	&	Train-

ing,	on	managing	diversity,	which	reinforces	the	diversity	management	skills	

focused	 on	 in	 the	 upcoming	 Application	 diversity	 education	 sessions.	 	 We	

continually	 receive	 positive	 feedback	 on	 Change In Motion,	 and	 I	 hope	 you		

enjoy	this	issue	as	much	as	the	previous	ones.

John	Latham,	Diversity	Partner

©2007 Alston & Bird LLP
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Numerous federal laws prohibit discrimina-
tion in the hiring, advancement and terms 
and conditions of employment. These laws 
include:

• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 – prohibits employment discrimi-
nation based on race, color, religion, 
sex or national origin

• Age Discrimination in Employment Act 
of 1967 – protects individuals who are 
40 years of age or older

• Americans with Disabilities Act of 
1990 – prohibits employment discrimi-
nation based on disability

• Civil Rights Act of 1991 – provides 
monetary damages in cases of in-
tentional employment discrimination, 
among other things  

Each of these antidiscrimination laws effec-
tively limits the common law rule of “at-will 
employment,” under which an employment 

relationship could be terminated by either 
party at any time for any reason.  While 
the discrimination laws are numerous, this 
article focuses on Title VII for the sake of 
brevity and also because Title VII is the 
model on which most of our other employ-
ment discrimination laws are based.  

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
was landmark legislation that dramatical-
ly altered the American workplace in the 
years following its passage.  As commen-
tator David A. Strauss noted in The Law 
and Economics of Racial Discrimination 
in Employment: The Case for Numerical 
Standards, 79 GEO. L.J. 1619 (1991), “[i]n 
the mid-1950s overt racial discrimination 
was widespread and often unapologetic; 
by the mid-1970s anyone who would not 
publicly condemn racial discrimination was 
outside the boundary of acceptable politi-
cal debate.”  Admittedly, the Act itself was 
probably in part an effect of our society’s 
changing view on race and gender equal-
ity.  Nonetheless, it was undoubtedly also 
a cause of the American public’s more  
enlightened mindset, and greatly increased 
the speed with which that mindset was  
altered.  

Title VII was a critical piece of the overall 
goals of the civil rights movement, because 
equal employment opportunity is a starting 
point for the achievement of equal footing 
in other aspects of life.  As the Supreme 
Court emphasized in United Steelworkers 
of America v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 203 
(1979), “[w]ithout a job, one cannot af-
ford public convenience and accommoda-
tions.  Income from employment may be 
necessary to further a man’s education, or 
that of his children.”  While the extent of 

Title VII’s role in the economic progress of  
African Americans and other disadvan-
taged groups is the subject of much debate 
among economists and sociologists, most 
would agree that Title VII met with initial 
success in transforming the workplace.  

In the decade following the passage of 
Title VII, the United States experienced 
a marked increase in the percentage of  
African Americans in the middle class, and 
that trend continues today. Title VII has also 
been credited with reawakening the wom-
en’s rights movement in this country.  An 
excerpt from a pre-Title VII issue of Mass 
Transportation provides “tips” to hiring and 
maximizing efficiency of female employees 
and serves as a striking illustration of the 
contrast between what was deemed ac-
ceptable before Title VII’s enactment and 
what is acceptable now.  The article sug-
gested that employers should hire mar-
ried women, as they are “less flirtatious” 
and “more responsible” than their unmar-
ried counterparts, and “husky” women, as 
they are “likely to be more even-tempered 
than their underweight sisters.”  With the 
enactment of Title VII and the accompany-
ing dramatic changes in public attitudes, 
such an approach to hiring female em-
ployees became unthinkable.  Finally, as 
an example of Title VII’s positive effects on 
the American workplace generally, it was 
the threat of litigation under Title VII that 
is credited as the catalyst for employers’ 
adoption of internal due process mecha-
nisms for review of workplace disciplinary 
and discharge decisions.      

The significant initial success of Title VII in 
changing American attitudes and improv-
ing the economic position of the groups 
under its protection has been attributed 
to the fact that widespread and overt  

The “Business” of Diversity

The Impact of Antidiscrimination Laws in the United States — 
Past, Present and Future

(continued on page 5)

Lisa Cassilly and Leslie Wood, both 
with the Atlanta office, are attorneys 
in the Labor & Employment Group.   
The article is being presented to 
provide some insight on the impact 
antidiscrimination laws have had on 
helping to ensure a diverse workplace
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Diversity Committee Establishes a 
Women’s Initiative Subcommittee
The Women’s Initiative was formed as a subcommittee of the Diversity Com-
mittee.  Under the leadership of Mary Gill, a partner in the Securities Litigation 
Group, a combination of women partners and associates from each of the of-
fices (Renee Brisette, Melda Degirmenci (NY); Margaret Sheehan, Marianne 
Casserly (D.C.); Anne Tompkins, Beth McDonald (Charlotte), Michelle Cun-
ningham (Raleigh); and Mary Gill, Cari Dawson, Christina Braisted Rogers 
and Mary Benton (Atlanta)) serve on the subcommittee, which meets quarterly.  
The Women’s Initiative acts as a catalyst for interaction and relationship build-
ing within Alston & Bird, with plans to extend outward toward marketing and cli-
ent development activities as well.  Over the past year, each of the offices held 
a variety of gatherings, including dinners and lunches, providing an opportunity 
for women attorneys at all levels and across practice group lines to meet infor-
mally outside of the work environment.  These events encourage the formation 
of mentoring relationships, the exchange of client development ideas and the 
building of symbiotic professional relationships within the firm.  “One 5th year 
associate told me that the dinner that was held by the women partners for the 
mid-level associates was the best A&B event that she had ever attended,” said 
Mary Gill.  Other networks have developed that provide support and sharing of 
information for women who have returned from maternity leave. 

For The Record

Award Recipient
Alston & Bird received the 2007 Corporate 
Community Ally Award presented by the Atlanta 
Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce.  Other 
nominees for the award included PriceWater-
houseCoopers, Washington Mutual, Wal*Mart 
and Alston & Bird client, ChoicePoint. This is 
the second year in a row the firm has been 
nominated.  The recipient in 2006 was another 
client,  BellSouth. The award was presented 
at the Annual Awards Dinner & Celebration on 
Wednesday, March 14, at the Fox Theatre in  
Atlanta.  Peter Varney, an associate in  
Atlanta and member of the ERISA Litiga-
tion Group, received the award on behalf of 
the firm.  Nominees are judged on their ac-
complishments and their activity in the GLBT 
community, as well as what distinguishes their 
GLBT efforts.

In New York
In addition to being a signatory to the New York City Bar Statement of 
Diversity Principles, Alston & Bird is now a signatory to the New York 
County Lawyers’ Association Statement of Diversity Principles.  

Setting the Bar
Our diversity program was chosen by the State Bar of California Diversity 
Pipeline Task Force as a suggested program for replication by other 
California organizations.  

Recognition 
Once again, Alston & Bird received a perfect score of 100 on the Human 
Rights Campaign Foundation’s fifth annual Corporate Equality Index.  The 
index measures how U.S. companies treat their gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender employees and customers. Nationally, only 138 companies 
received the perfect score.  The Human Rights Campaign also sent 
surveys to the AmLaw 100 (the top 100 law firms in the United States); 
only 12 received a perfect score.  

Multicultural Law Magazine issued research results showing that  
Alston & Bird ranks among the top 100 law firms in diversity.  
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Where’s the Benefit?

We are all charged with the responsibility 
for managing diversity. Most of the time, 
whatever it is we do to manage diversity, 
we do very well. The problem is that we 
really don’t know what it is that we do. We 
are actually managing diversity uncon-
sciously. That is, we don’t think about it, 
we just do it. So the question becomes: 
“What do I think about when I have to get 
conscious about managing diversity?”

We do a lot of things unconsciously. For 
example – drive.  We all have, at some 
time, gotten into our cars, driven several 
miles, and then suddenly realized that we 
were actually driving. When this happens, 
we fret a bit about what we might have 
missed. But the truth is that if something 
untoward were to happen on the road – a 
sudden weather change, an accident, po-
lice surveillance – we would ”tune in” and 
get conscious about driving. And we would 
know what to think about. We’d think about 
our speed, our proximity to other cars, we’d 
check our mirrors, our gas level, etc. 

So what do we need to think about when 
we have to get conscious about managing 
diversity?  We have to think about the fol-
lowing things:

Who is involved and what are their 
points of view on the issue?

What is really causing the tension in 
the situation for each party and what 
feelings do these tensions create?  

1.

2.

What are the requirements here? That 
is, what are my goals in this situation 
and what is absolutely essential to 
achieve the goals?

Given all of the above, what options 
do I have that I may not have consid-
ered? 

Let’s take a minute to explore these four 
steps in more detail. When we ask who is 
involved, we are automatically positioning 
ourselves to consider that there is at least 
one other perspective to take into account. 
One employee who was unhappy with a 
policy change in his company said, “It just 
doesn’t make any sense!” If he were mind-
ful about managing diversity he would 
have said, “It just doesn’t make any sense 
to me.”  

He would have immediately recognized 
that since he is not the only one in the mix, 
it must make sense to somebody. Learn-
ing that other person’s perspective about 
the change would give him another point 
of view to consider.  This does not mean 
that he would have to agree, condone, em-
brace or otherwise be OK with the other 
perspective. It just means that the addi-
tional knowledge would help him deal with 
his own concerns. 

The second step is to name the cause of 
the tension. Because we have a tendency 
to respond to our feelings we need to ask 
ourselves first, what is it that is causing ten-
sion for us, and be honest with ourselves 
about the answer. This calls for our know-

3.

4.

ing something about who we are and what 
pushes our buttons. Very often, the cause 
of our tension is the failure of someone 
else to meet our expectations. It’s what I 
call “expectation failure.” We expect one 
thing, but get another. When we are con-
scious about managing diversity, we have 
to recognize what it is we are responding 
to and why. We also, as in step one, need 
to find out what is causing tension for oth-
ers in the mix. Because we all experience 
things differently, it may or may not be the 
same thing. If we want to find a good so-
lution to the diversity management chal-
lenge, we need to know how each person 
in the mix is experiencing the situation. 

Third, we need to know why we are in this 
mix in the first place. What is our primary 
purpose? Sometimes the purpose is dic-
tated. We are part of a team, or a depart-
ment or a task force. Sometimes we are 
just two coworkers having a conversation 
about a heated topic. Whatever the rea-
son, we need to focus on our purpose and 
determine what is essential (skills, knowl-
edge, talent, materials, etc.) to achieve our 
purpose. These become the requirements. 
By having everyone focus on the require-
ments, we often can get past our personal 
preference for having things go our way. 

This brings us to the fourth step. Given our 
newly found understanding of everyone’s 
point of view, reasons for feeling tension 
and the requirements for achieving our pur-
pose, we are in a much better position to 
identify some reasonable actions to take. 
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The actions should address the causes 
of tension and take into account the dif-
ferent perspectives. This does not mean 
that everyone is satisfied with the solution. 
It means that everyone’s perspective has 
been taken into account and you can pres-
ent your solution in a way that helps them 
understand how and why you decided on 
the actions to take. 

When we get conscious about managing 
diversity we are tuning in to the indica-

tors around us that tell us everyone does 
not see the world the way we do. While 
we know that intellectually, when it plays 
out in a difference of opinion, a different 
response or a different way of being, be-
having, dressing, talking – you name it, we 
forget that everyone is not “just like me.” 
It is at that moment that we have to wake 
up, realize we need to manage the diver-
sity that is facing us and begin by thinking, 
“OK, who is in this mix and what are their 
perspectives?”

Dr. M. Elizabeth Holmes
SVP & Chief Learning Officer

Roosevelt Thomas Consulting & Training

RTCT provides Alston & Bird with 
both training and consulting regarding 
diversity in the workplace.  The article 

reinforces the key points of our managing 
diversity training session.

discrimination existed at the time of the 
statute’s enactment, and the statute was 
specifically designed to combat such dis-
crimination.  Today, however, such overt 
employment discrimination has been large-
ly eliminated.  See, e.g. Strauss, 79 GEO. 
L.J. at 1619.  To the extent employment 
discrimination still exists, it is primarily of 
a covert nature.  Id.  Thus, Title VII, which 
was targeted at obvious and blatant work-
place discrimination, seems ill-equipped to 
remedy modern race and gender issues 
in employment.  This arguable ineffective-
ness is particularly disturbing to employ-
ers, as Title VII and other discrimination 
laws impose large costs on companies in 
the form of defending meritless litigation.  
Accordingly, reform of Title VII, as well as 
the other federal antidiscrimination laws, 
may well be necessary in the future as our 
current position becomes further and fur-
ther removed from that of the mid-1960s.

The Efficacy of Antidiscrimination 
Laws in the United States — 
Past, Present and Future

(continued from page 2)

Diversity Coordinator
We are pleased to announce that Rosalie Chamberlain has moved 

into the full-time role of Diversity Coordinator. Rosalie has been 

with the firm since 1995, having joined the firm as a legal secretary,  

then moving to Human Resources. She has completed the Subject 

Matter Expert training with Roosevelt Thomas Consulting & Training 

and will be completing the five-month Diversity Leadership Academy 

with the American Institute for Managing Diversity in May 2007.  

Her additional diversity educational background includes classes 

through Cornell University’s ILR Diversity Professional program. 

She will be coordinating the many diversity efforts across the firm, 

including facilitating the foundational diversity management sessions 

for all new hires.
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Black History Month February 2007
On February 6, all five Alston & Bird offices joined together to listen to the personal tale 
of MSgt. W. T. Simmons, a World War II Tuskegee Airmen veteran.  Bill shared a re-
markable first-hand glimpse into what it was like to be a part of the all African-American 
pursuit squadron based in Tuskegee, Alabama, in 1941.  Tuskegee Airmen refers to all 
who were involved in the Army Air Corps, which flew and maintained combat aircraft and 
included pilots, navigators, bombardiers, maintenance and support staff and instructors. 
The Tuskegee Airmen overcame segregation and prejudice to become one of the most 
highly respected fighter groups of World War II and paved the way for the full desegrega-
tion of the U.S. military.  The New York office followed up by showing the movie Tuskegee 
Airmen at lunch.

Throughout February, Quicknews carried highlights of African American history and sev-
eral days of TE Time focused on the celebration of Black History Month.   

Let’s Celebrate:  A Year In Review

Stateside, the Tuskegee Airmen fought 
for the dignity and respect any service 
man deserves. Their battle on the 
home front would become the fight 
for Civil Rights. 

Photo Credit:  Office of Air Force History, Maxwell Air Force Base 
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October
Bernard Taylor, Sr. was inducted as a Fel-
low of the American College of Trial Law-
yers and joins Alston & Bird attorneys 
Neal Batson, Jud Graves, Charlie Park, 
Ron Reid and Sidney Smith in this highly 
regarded organization.  Bernard was be-
stowed the honor of “Responding to the 
Charge” on behalf of the entire class of 
80 lawyers.  United States Supreme Court 
Chief Justice John Roberts was among the 
inductees. 

June
Alston & Bird played a key role in the 
City of Atlanta’s successful purchase of 
the Martin Luther King, Jr., papers by a 
consortium pulled together solely for that 
purpose.  The papers will be housed at 
Morehouse College, Dr. King’s alma ma-
ter, until a more permanent home can be 
established.  

May
Washington Business Journal recognized 
Alston & Bird as one of the region’s best 
places to work.  Alston & Bird was selected 
from a pool of more than 200 nominations.  
The award recognizes the firm’s achieve-
ment in creating a positive work environ-
ment that attracts and retains employees 
through a combination of culture, working 
conditions and employee satisfaction.

Atlanta Woman named Alston & Bird as 
one of the top ten companies for women 
to work for based on a survey of the pub-
lication’s readership.  The survey noted 
the firm was one of the first companies in 
Atlanta to build an on-site childcare facility 
and to provide such benefits as infertility 
treatment and the extension of benefits to 
domestic partners. 

Sachi Koto, former news anchor for CNN 
Headline News, was a special guest 
speaker at Alston & Bird as part of the 
recognition of Asian Pacific American Heri-
tage Month.  

February 2006
Matt Coles, national director of the ACLU’s 
Lesbian, Gay Rights and AIDS project, vis-
ited the Atlanta office and led a discussion 
about thinking strategically in the litigation of 
cases that have an impact on the gay, lesbi-
an, bisexual and transgender communities.   
Alston & Bird was at the forefront of one 
such case, serving as co-counsel with the 
ACLU and Lambda Legal in challenging 
the constitutionality of Georgia’s Amend-
ment One which constitutionally prohibits 
same-sex marriage in Georgia.  

In celebration of Black History Month in 
Raleigh, Joseph H. Holt, the first person 
to attempt to integrate the Raleigh public 
schools, visited the office. He was accom-
panied by his daughter, Deborah L. Holt, 
who produced the documentary “Exhaust-
ed Remedies: Joe Holt’s Story,” which 
aired locally on PBS.  Those in attendance 
had the opportunity to view the documen-
tary with Mr. Holt.  In addition, Justice Tim-
mons-Goodson spoke during a luncheon.  
After retiring from the North Carolina Court 
of Appeals, Justice Timmons-Goodson re-
cently became the first African-American 
woman to serve on the North Carolina Su-
preme Court.  

The New York office celebrated Black 
History Month with a myriad of activities 
and a culminating event.  The month-long 
celebration was designed to foster rela-
tionships and understanding throughout 
the office.  Recognizing the unique and 
varied histories of African Americans liv-
ing and working in New York City, the 
Harlem Renaissance was selected as the 
theme.  The Harlem Renaissance has 
been viewed as a flowering of African-
American social thought and cultural ex-
pression in New York’s Harlem community 
from 1920 to roughly 1940.  A spectacular 
celebration was hosted in the office where 
artwork was displayed, decorations were 
utilized, a delicious sampling of food was 
prepared and, most notably, live entertain-
ment was provided. Noted jazz and gospel 
musicians Eunice Newkirk and Jeff Bold-
ing shared songs, including Billie Holiday’s 
“God Bless the Child.”  Audrey Jackson 
and Renauld Clark read poetry by Langs-
ton Hughes and Claude McKay.
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From Where I Stand

I became interested in diversity issues 
at Horace Mann Junior High School 
in Brandon, Florida, during the “bus-

ing years” in the early 1970s.  It was my 
first introduction to people of color of my 
own age.  The majority of people who lived 
in Brandon were of Northern European de-
scent, so it was unusual to meet people 
from minority groups.  During that time, I 
became acquainted with African Ameri-
cans, Hispanics, Asians, Native Americans 
and underprivileged white people, includ-
ing those who were gay.  

While at Horace Mann, I was one of four 
students appointed to the school’s Human 
Relations Committee.  Our job was to find 
creative ways to promote culture and di-
versity at the school.  As a representative 
of the student body, I provided feedback to 
the committee.  I read as much as possible 
about different cultures and learned about 
the many issues that still divide us today.

A more dramatic exposure to diversity 
began for me when I moved to Atlanta 
and met my partner, Gerry Conroy, who 
worked as a trainer for The Peoples Insti-
tute in New Orleans.  The men and women 
of the Institute proved to be real pioneers 
in the area of diversity.  Their profession-
alism, humor and compassion still inspire 
me today.  In their “Undoing Racism” work-
shops and related research, they found 
that people who resisted diversity were 

influenced by social and political factors 
and not by anything hopelessly intractable.  
These findings continue to give me hope 
that one day we will live in a society that 
truly values and accepts the diversity of all 
of its citizens.  

In the mid-1980s, I watched as many of my 
friends died from an illness that was then 
known as “Gay Cancer.”  AIDS became an 
undeniable part of life for those of us in the 
gay community.  I wanted and needed to do 
something to help.  In 1991 in Greensboro, 
North Carolina, I helped to create one of 
the first AIDS Walks with the Triad Health 
Project.  It was called the “Winter Walk,” 
and I was involved in fundraising, market-
ing, logistics and the distribution of printed 
materials.  In helping start this project, I got 
a taste of the fulfillment community service 
would later bring to my life.  

I have been involved with AIDS Walk At-
lanta since 1993.  I served as co-chair of 
the Alston & Bird AIDS Walk Atlanta Team 
for 11 years, during which time we have 
worked to increase fundraising levels for 
this event.  During the last eight years, our 
team has been ranked as one of the top 
ten companies in fundraising.  Last year, 
we ranked third.  In 2001, I achieved my 
personal goal of raising the highest amount 
of money of any individual participating 
in that year’s walk.  Certainly the face of 
AIDS has changed since it first appeared 

25 years ago.  My most rewarding work so 
far has been educating people that AIDS is 
a disease that does not discriminate.  

As a gay man, I also know that it’s difficult 
to start a new job not knowing what to ex-
pect from your employer, or how individu-
als might respond to your orientation.  At 
Alston & Bird, I found an acceptance and 
openness that I had not experienced any-
where else.  I have found that people here 
genuinely care about you as an individual.  
Twelve years later, I feel part of a special 
work family.  This has been reinforced by 
“random acts of kindness” that I have per-
sonally experienced over the years.  These 
acts of kindness occur when you least 
expect them but when you seem to need 
them the most.  Not having to “live in the 
closet” at work or to worry about what peo-
ple think about your personal life makes 
work a more positive and productive expe-
rience.  It’s just good for the “bottom line.”  
For me, that’s why Alston & Bird is one of 
the Best Places to Work in America!    

Dr. King said it best:  

“Freedom has always been an expensive 
thing.  History is fit testimony to the 
fact that freedom is rarely (if ever) 
gained (and maintained) without 
sacrifice and self-denial.”

Mark Wood works as an Events Coordinator in the  

Atlanta office and is a member of the Diversity Task Force.   

He shares his personal  perspective on diversity.   
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The Diversity Committee

Meet Your Diversity Committee Members
The diversity efforts of Alston & Bird are directed and managed through a committee structure.  At the firmwide level, the Steering Commit-
tee provides oversight and coordinates national efforts.  In turn, each office has established a committee responsible for diversity planning 
for that office, as well as for coordinating local programming and other initiatives, such as sponsorships.  Rosalie Chamberlain serves as 
the firm’s Diversity Coordinator.

Steering Committee

John Latham – Chair

Blas Arroyo

Cathy Benton 

Renee Brissette 

Ken Britt 

Barbara Bryant

Mark Calloway 

Cari Dawson

Chris Ford

Mary Gill

Angela Payne James

Emily Leeson

Jon Lowe

Dimitri Nionakis

Mitchel Pahl

Atlanta

Angela Payne James – Chair 

Janine Brown

Rosalie Chamberlain

Ambreen Delawalla

Derin Dickerson

Jim Grant

Cherri Gregg

Richard Grice

Sarah Hawk

Qiana Martin

Marianne Ortiz

Cathy Petryshyn

Erin Springer

Jeff Swart

Debra Sydnor

Bernard Taylor

Marvin Younger

New York

Renee Brisette – Co-Chair

Mitchel Pahl – Co-Chair 

David Agosto

Judy DeGennaro

Paul Ferrara

Karl Geercken

Jamie Hutchinson

Kimya Johnson

Ernest Poole

Pref Ramirez

Shana Yates

North Carolina

Blas Arroyo – Co-Chair 

Mark Calloway – Co-Chair

Nachael Bright

Michelle Cunningham

Kevin Lyn

Anne Randall

Anne Tompkins

Washington, DC

Chris Ford – Chair

Sharon Brooks

David A. Brown

David E. Brown

Sara Burstein

Marianne Casserly

Aaron Gonzales

Peter Kazon

Emily Mao

Timothy Ngau

Dimitri Nionakis

Susie Rush

Sonya Settlers

Margaret Sheehan

Judy Williams
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ATLANTA
One Atlantic Center

1201 West Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA 30309-3424

404-881-7000

CHARLOTTE
Bank of America Plaza

Suite 4000
101 South Tryon Street

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000
704-444-1000

NEW YORK
90 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016-1387
212-210-9400

RESEARCH TRIANGLE
Suite 600

3201 Beechleaf Court
Raleigh, NC 27604-1062

919-862-2200

WASHINGTON, DC
The Atlantic Building

950 F Street, NW
Washington, DC 20004-1404

202-756-3300




